








Les remakes des films français: 
l’âge classique

Le spectateur moyen, même s’il est Américain, sait apprecier les chefs-d’oeuvre qui viennent de l’êtranger… Le cinema est un puissant moyen de communication entre les peuples: en offrant au public de leur pays une version tronquée et falsifiée des films étrangers, les auteurs de <<remake>> se rendent coupables non seulement de plagiat, mais encore d’un veritable abus de confiance.
Claude Bower (1947; p 6)

The above quotation is emblematic of many of the discourses that have framed reception of remakes since the 1930s. The article drips with the kind of vitriol (‘même s’il est Américain’!) often associated with European perspectives on ‘American cultural imperialism’ and the invasion of debased and ‘dumbed-down’ U.S. cultural exports. This collection seeks to move beyond the reductive binaries of high-brow European art versus low-brow American product, and really examine the ties that bind French and American production. This chapter will eschew such sloganising as that above; however, that is not to deny the need for polemics such as Bower’s. Indeed, polemics enliven debates about Franco-American exchange and, it can be argued, 
even contribute to a resistant culture of difference that has maintained French cinema 
as such a fruitful source for Hollywood in the first place. What this chapter seeks to 
do is to stake a claim for close textual analysis as the principal tool to understand the unique value of remakes to film scholars. Nowhere else are the tensions between text and context, text and auteur, or the functions of generic conventions, stars and the role of censorship (aesthetic or ideological) so self-evident as in ‘cultural and cinematic re-orientation’ (Serceau in Morgan, 2000; p 42) that occurs when American producers remake a French film text.
	We shall begin by giving an economic and critical context to the frequency of American remakes of French films in what is termed ‘l’âge classique’, 1930-1960 – particular attention shall be paid to the ‘ideology of the auteur’. The main body of this chapter shall then comprise analysis of key Franco-American remakes of the period, and discussion of practices shared amongst them. We will look at narrative organisation, ‘generic familiarisation’ and characterisation. We will then examine issues of class and the social in relation to war discourses (World War II separating many of the remakes from their French models), then issues of sexuality. We shall conclude by questioning the relative merits of approaches to examining remakes that take ‘circles of intertextuality’ or the opposition of ‘original’ and ‘copy’ as central.
	This study has drawn directly on seven ‘original’ French films and their ‘Améremakes’ (Masson, 1999): La Chienne (Jean Renoir, 1931) into Scarlet Street (Fritz Lang, 1945), L’Equipage (Anatole Litvak, 1935) into The Woman I Love (Anatole Litvak, 1937)​[1]​, Pépé le Moko (Julien Duvivier, 1937) into Algiers (John Cromwell, 1938) and Casbah (John Berry, 1948), La Bête humaine (Jean Renoir, 
1938) into Human Desire (Fritz Lang, 1954), Pièges (Robert Siodmak, 1939) into 
Lured (Douglas Sirk, 1947), Le Corbeau (Henri-Georges Clouzot, 1943) into The 13th 





The remake: some commercial and critical context
French film, above any other national cinema, has long been the major foreign source for American remakes (Mazdon, 2000; p 2). In Hollywood between 1930 and 1960, there were twenty-four remakes of French films​[3]​. Lucy Mazdon explains the relative proliferation of remakes in this period in terms of the changing economic imperatives of Hollywood production: initially remakes were popular because of the studio system’s voracious appetite for new material; later, during the fifties’ slump in production, French films remained a good bet as they ‘were not entirely new and untested… [but] permitted a reworking which enabled novelty’ (Mazdon, 2000; p 14). Indeed, France was the most popular source for Hollywood remakes precisely because of all the ‘novelty’ it could offer – while lacking the economic stability of the American system, with its vertical integration, French cinema’s widespread independent production was less homogenising and empowered its directors with greater artistic freedom (Mazdon, 2000; p 14). 
	While this exchange between French and American film industries was brisk, a look at contemporaneous newspapers, magazines and industry journals reveals the widespread concern it provoked. As early as 1938, P.A. Harlé, editor of La cinématographie française, summed up fears (that continue still) of what Ginette 

Vincendeau has aptly called Hollywood’s ‘terroristic marketing strategies’ (1993; p 24):

	C’est un nouveau procédé. Au lieu de vendre Pépé le Moko en Amerique, on en a vendu le sujet. Non seulement le film de Gabin ne passera pas de l’autre côté de l’eau, mais, même dans des pays de langue française. Alger avec Charles Boyer… passera dans bien des salles à la place du film français original!
P.A. Harlé (1938; p 11)

This brand of American protectionism involved Hollywood producers attempting to render the originals obsolete by creating an English language alternative, their control of distribution enabling them to effectively block the French version’s exhibition. 
	The marketing of an American remake was at its most ‘terroristic’ in the famous case of Gaslight (British original directed by Thorold Dickinson, 1940, U.S. remake by George Cukor in 1944) and, less well know, with The Long Night itself​[4]​. American producers bought up the rights to the original films and reputedly sought to destroy all copies bar those reserved for non-commercial exhibition – in relation to Gaslight Bower rather hysterically compares this to something Hitler might have done (1947; p 6). As Thomas M. Leitch writes, ‘… the producers of the remake wish not only to accommodate the original story to a new discourse and a new audience but… the true remake admires its original so much it wants to annihilate it’ (1990, p 
145). In the case of The Long Night, the filmmakers would indeed ‘accommodate the original story to a new [post war] discourse and a new [popular American] audience’, seeking to destroy Carné’s film not only economically, but apparently physically too. However, for the London critics who greeted the remake’s release with scorn, it was The Long Night which was ‘lifeless’, a ‘ghost’ and a ‘film which is dead’ (in The Daily Worker, 20th September, 1947).
	The above-cited Daily Worker article is particularly revealing for it exemplifies key discourses that frame critical reception of the remakes: ‘Hollywood has destroyed a work of art and has given us in return a lifeless copy, a film in which there is not one flicker of original thought and imagination, a film which is dead’. The opposition of French ‘work of art’ (a culture of creation) to Hollywood’s ‘copy’ (a culture of consumption) is fairly typical of persistent binaries. Furthermore, the deathly vocabulary, evoking the (physical and metaphorical) violence inflicted on a parent text, can be seen as indicative of quasi-Oedipal discourses present in much criticism of remakes (Thomas M. Leitch acknowledges this – 1990; footnotes). Indeed, we might think of a ‘true remake’ like The Long Night in terms of  ‘the death of the author’, but in way removed from Barthes’ original usage; in wrenching the text ‘le jour se lève’ from the control of its ‘grands auteurs’ Carné and Prévert, Litvak has displayed ‘no flicker of original thought’ and is guilty only of a sort of authorial patricide. To understand the great significance such discourses have had on critical approaches to remakes, let us consider the dual notions of the ideology of the auteur and the auteur in ideology.
‘The ideology (even ‘politique’) of the auteur’ has exerted an influence over the study of and reaction to remakes on a number of levels. For example, the opposition of French creativity to Hollywood’s unadulterated commercialism partly rests on the assumption that French films are the property of their director and American films the property of their producer (this does have some legal basis – Grantham, 2000; p 34). On other levels, the ideology of the auteur means some remakes are simply discussed more often than others. As is evident from the bibliography at the end of this chapter, Lang’s remakes of Renoir films (especially Scarlet Street from La Chienne) have received more attention than any others, both filmmakers firmly established as among the greats in the critical canon. Subsequently, Lang’s versions are not treated with the scorn reserved for that of an alleged ‘journeyman’-director like Anatole Litvak. That notable American exponent of Auteurism, Andrew Sarris’ approach to La Bête humaine and Human Desire is a case-notable example.

What we remember in Renoir are the faces of Gabin, Simon and Ledoux. What we remember in Lang are the geometrical patterns of trains, tracks and camera angles. As Renoir is humanism, Lang is determinism. As Renoir is concerned with the plight of characters, Lang is obsessed with the structure of the trap. [Emphases added]​[5]​

The preoccupation with the cult of (the director’s) personality is suggested by ‘concerned’ and ‘obsessed’. It must be said however that Sarris’ summation still holds true, as the films do differ greatly. Lang’s stylistic treatment means critical discussion 
of Human Desire has either assimilated it into his oeuvre (and in relation to film noir), or, when discussing it as a remake, in terms of the differences between two auteurs. The issue of authorial influence is complicated further because, based on a monument in classic French literature, Human Desire could claim to be a ‘re-adaptation’, rather than a cinematic remake – distinctions Thomas M. Leitch begins to propose (1990). However, in Human Desire’s excision of ‘la fêlure héréditaire’ (while Renoir enshrines this in an opening dedication to Zola), one must ask, how much does Lang’s film have to do with Emile Zola’s La Bête humaine either? The film is indeed a remake, because some key structural and visual correspondences make the American film ultimately more a response to the French film, than to the French novel; however the relationship of one ‘auteur’ to another (Renoir to Lang) is complicated by their relationship to ‘l’auteur au sens propre’ (Zola). 
	Other remakes are largely ignored because on some level the ideology of the 
auteur finds no easy place for them. For example, Le Corbeau is discussed primarily 
in terms of the history of the occupation and its aftermath, but also as a Clouzot film. However, the remake by Otto Preminger, a filmmaker of comparable repute to the Frenchman, finds little discussion within his oeuvre. Similarly, Lured by Douglas Sirk, another filmmaker of considerable esteem, is largely forgotten. Discussions of film auteurs’ oeuvre are clearly predicated on at least a level of particularity, if not originality, so remakes are an ill fit within this critical ideology. Moreover, as Litvak has no capital as an auteur, his remake has received scant attention since its scandalised reception in Europe at the time of its release – studies of non-auteur remakes like Litvak’s are the preserve of the polemicists. It is arguably because of his proven ability to adapt to new aesthetic and ideological frameworks that Litvak is so little discussed. A Russian, Litvak trained in Germany, then had commercial success in France before making twenty-eight films in thirty years in the United States (Thomson, 1994; p 445). He is certainly an interesting, but neglected figure in terms of the issue of émigrés, the relationship between poetic realism and film noir and, of course, remakes​[6]​. He has been said to have prefigured poetic realism with Coeur de lilas (1931) (Vincendeau, 1995; p 264), and then remake a key poetic realist text (Le Jour se lève) as film noir (imdb.com’s categorisation of The Long Night). His ‘auto-remake’ (Mazdon, 2000; p 2) (The Woman I Love from L’Equipage) also offers a valuable insight into the place of a director’s craft within different industrial and ideological contexts.
As film studies moved away from Sarris’ order of Auteurism, critical attention has shifted towards the auteur in ideology. E. Ann Kaplan’s (1983) analysis of La Chienne and Scarlet Street is a case-in-point. While Kaplan draws similar conclusions to Sarris as to styles of Renoir and Lang, their approaches to ideology and the auteur are almost antithetical. While Sarris sees the differences as a question of individual artistic formation, Kaplan sees the aesthetic re-orientation of the original as almost entirely dependent on the different ideological and cultural contexts into which the story is assimilated: the pre-war French Popular Front aesthetic of deep-focus and long-takes in La Chienne gives way to a post-war American ‘bourgeois capitalist’ shallow-focus and montage in Scarlet Street – a conception of montage utterly divorced from its Soviet origins and detour via the German expressionism in which Lang trained. I would here disagree with, at least, Kaplan’s over-emphasis of the 






Censorship, aesthetic and ideological ‘adaptation’
To begin to situate this discussion amongst a complex field of ideological and authorial debates, up till now we have necessarily focused some attention on the critical history of the remake. We shall now look more closely at the films themselves to get a better sense of what is common to the process of American remakes of French films during ‘l’âge classique’.
	One issue that can never be far from our minds when looking at Franco-American remakes is that of censorship. Lucy Mazdon suggests that Hollywood’s famously stricter censorship laws during l’âge classique were in fact one of the reasons so many French films were remade. French controls were more liberal, so many French films were deemed unacceptable for general release in America; this provided an excuse for their stories to be remade and ‘toned-down’ (Mazdon, 2000; p 18-19). Mazdon’s analysis proposes two forms of censorship: ideological and aesthetic (2000; p 18). Ideological censorship is the more clearly explicit, as in the form of the Hay’s Production Code. However, censorship was far more effective in classical Hollywood than just via explicit censorship dictates; Hay’s edicts created a culture of self-censorship where ideological concerns were naturalised via aesthetic conventions. The following sections are thus structured around the notions of aesthetic and ideological ‘adaptation’, rather than ‘censorship’, for the less pejorative and constraining associations – though inevitably the American versions generally remove the more ‘transgressive’ aspects of their source texts in ways directly or indirectly attributable to censorship. At the same time, that is not to suggest that aesthetics and ideology are separable, indeed it will become increasingly obvious how inextricably linked they are. 

I) The remake as Aesthetic process: generic streamlining and characterisation
When remakes follow their predecessors as closely as most of those consulted for this study, the small changes to the narrative structure are what reveal the processes of aesthetic familiarisation and what we might term ‘generic streamlining’.
The remaking of Robert Siodmak’s 1939 film Pièges is a particularly interesting case, as the original does seem ripe for a Hollywood reworking. Ginette Vincendeau tells us that it was Siodmak’s ‘calling-card’ when he went to Hollywood (1992; p 51) and was a prime example of ‘mélange de genres franco-américain’ (1988; p 49) Unsurprisingly, this ‘mélange de genres’ is simplified in the transatlantic reworking and the ‘French’ generic traits (i.e. the musical elements and their relation to café-concert traditions) are removed, primarily with the substitution of Robert Fleury/Maurice Chevalier with Robert Fleming/George Sanders​[7]​. Central to both films is a murder-mystery/serial killer intrigue, which runs alongside a romance narrative. In Pièges, these narrative strands work in conjunction with a major musical-comedy element. The remake’s removal of the musical-comedy and subordination of all elements to the dictates of suspense and romance can be best illustrated by a comparison of the scenes where hero and heroine become engaged. 
In the original, rich entrepreneur Robert Fleury (Chevalier) and heroine Adrienne Charpentier (Marie Déa) are brought together following a scene at a 
cookery competition. The sequence is primarily an excuse for the second of Chevalier’s two musical numbers, ‘ Pleurer comme une madeleine’. Dressed as a chauffeur, Fleury/Chevalier (and the accent here is firmly on the latter) displays his ‘comic-grivois’ and café-concert origins, populist touch and ability to straddle working class and high society. The scene ends with Robert and Adrienne slapping one another about the face, followed by a cut to the astonished faces of Adrienne’s police colleagues as she announces their engagement. In Lured, the romantic union of Sandra Carpenter​[8]​ (Lucille Ball) and Robert Fleming comes about very differently, becoming much more tied to Hollywood’s aesthetic conventions of the thriller and romance. The cookery competition scene in Pièges is directly substituted 
with one outside the large town house in which Sandra is posing as a maid. Not only does this change allow for the removal of one of the ‘très faiblement justifiées’ (Vincendeau, 1992; p 51) musical numbers, but the scene in Lured comprises a more suspenseful and melodramatic confrontation with the infinitely more sinister version of ‘white slave-trader’, Pièges’ ‘Oglou’ (Henri Bry), now Nicholas Moryani (Joseph Calleia (​http:​/​​/​www.imdb.com​/​name​/​nm0130407​/​​)). Here, with the removal of the comic-musical scene, the remake has ‘streamlined’ the original narrative in ‘Classical Hollywood’ style (Bordwell, Staiger and Thompson, 1985), subordinating all other concerns to those of suspense, excitement and the question, ‘will Sandra survive?’ She does of course survive, as Robert valiantly and ‘manfully’ comes to her rescue, the music building to a romantic and melodramatic crescendo. The couple end the scene in passionate embrace. Fleming/Sanders is allowed the generic romantic triumph denied the hero in the 
equivalent scene in Pièges. The ‘melange de genres’ displayed in Pièges is ‘streamlined’ and familiarised into American generic conventions. The changes arguably make the remake more efficient as a thriller but, as we shall see in sections II and III, they can also be said to render Lured more conservative than Pièges in its approach to class and sexuality.
In other Hollywood remakes, the oft-remarked tendency towards greater narrational exposition could be said to be less successful in dramatic terms.
Maxims such as the ‘rule of three’ (in Bordwell, Staiger and Thompson, 1985; p 31) emphasise Hollywood’s tendency to insist on greater plot exposition. The Woman I Love, remake of L’Equipage, and The 13th Letter, based on Le Corbeau, do illustrate this tendency, but arguably thereby create tensions within their narratives. For example, Litvak’s original L’Equipage opens at a railway platform where Jean Herbillon (Jean-Pierre Aumont), off to the Western front, says goodbye to the woman he knows as ‘Denise’ (Annabella). In the original we are simply told they’ve only known each other for a few days. In the remake, the viewer is granted a thirteen minute opening (prior to a practically identical scene at the station) which shows the beginnings of the relationship between Jean (now played by Louis Hayward) and ‘Denise’ (Miriam Hopkins). This has two main functions: firstly, it shows ‘Denise’, who is actually married, and her sometimes desperate attempts to discourage the advances of the ‘charismatic’ Jean, thereby rendering her potential adultery more understandable for the stricter sexual-moral codes of Hollywood – this aesthetic device (greater exposition) has a clear ideological dimension here. The tensions arise within the remake because, later in the film, we see less of their relationship, indeed they have less of a relationship, when ‘Denise’ arrives at the front – she comes ostensibly to see her husband Claude (Paul Muni), but really to see his co-pilot Jean. For example, a scene in the original where Denise entreaties Jean not to go on the final dangerous mission is removed from The Woman I Love – we only see Jean’s reaction. This actually gives his subsequent turmoil (the conflict between love and duty) much less emotional depth than in L’Equipage, and undermines the love story that the thirteen minutes worth of additional scenes at the beginning seems to announce will become more central.
	With Hollywood’s remaking of Clouzot’s Le Corbeau, one might expect the Americans to exploit the original’s suspense-fuelled narrative intrigue to its fullest, while inevitably removing some of the more ambiguous depictions of the characters which were already too much for many French critics​[9]​. However, in this case the greater emphasis on plot (and character) exposition makes it arguably less successful as suspense than its French model. For example, considerably more time is spent with Dr Laurent (Charles Boyer – the equivalent of Pierre Larquey’s embodiment of ‘Dr Vorzet’ in the original) in his final exchange with the hero Dr Pearson (Michael Rennie taking Pierre Fresnay’s place as ‘Dr Germain’ equivalent) where he appears to 
reveal his wife’s guilt. Again, this has many possible reasons: the comparative ‘star-power’ of Charles Boyer demands his role be expanded; there is a slightly increased emphasis and exposition of psychoanalytical concepts in the post-war North-American landscape; and more information to make Dr Pearson realise that Laurent is 
really the poison-pen. There is also the addition of a scene between Dr Pearson and Laurent’s wife Cora (Constance Smith taking the place of Micheline Francey’s ‘Laura’) which underlines her psychological problems and ultimate innocence – it also underlines that Dr Pearson’s care for Cora is purely professional, inferences to any actual adultery having been removed from the U.S. version. As both original and remake are of almost exactly the same length, these additions in Preminger’s version mean other aspects of the original narrative are abandoned, most notably some of the 
original twists – in particular the suggestion that Dr Germain’s lover Denise 
(Ginette Leclerc) is first guilty of being ‘le corbeau’, then innocent, then guilty, then 
finally innocent again. The need for greater exposition of plot and character are 
incompatible with the complexity of the original’s plot.
The notions of ‘familiarisation’ and ‘streamlining’ are equally applicable to the issue of characterisation. One clear example of ‘streamlining’ in character terms occurs in the changes that take place between Pépé le Moko, Algiers and Casbah. In the first film, one of Pépé’s (Jean Gabin) gang members is called Carlos (Gabriel Gabrio). He is the most volatile of the group and the least apparently loyal to Pépé. Indeed, he plans to rob Pépé’s glamorous Parisienne Gaby (Mireille Balin). In Algiers, Carlos (Stanley Fields) is slightly more obviously disloyal, as there is a little more made of his plans to rob Gaby (now Hedy Lamarr). Characterisation shifts dramatically in Casbah. In the second remake we have Carlo (played by Douglas Dick) who has become a long-lost friend of Pépé’s (crooner Tony Martin) and it is clear from the very beginning of the film that his one motivation is to double-cross his friend. Indeed, Casbah’s Carlo is a composite character, replacing the slippery Régis of the previous two versions. Removing Régis obviously removes the disturbing scene of his murder, a scene incompatible with Casbah’s lighter tone, at the same time as simplifying the story of Pépé’s ultimate betrayal. What the above illustrates is one of the techniques common to remakes, the tendency to neutralise ambiguity in characterisation, either making characters more easily sympathetic, or the bad guys more identifiable or justifiable as such.
	Many of the American films examined in this study make their heroes more straightforwardly sympathetic through greater character exposition. For example, while we are told that the François character in Le Jour se lève is the landlady’s nicest tenant, this fact gets greater exposition in the remake – we see Joe playing with a neighbour’s child and petting a cat, the message being that not only is he now a war veteran (an issue we will examine in the following section), but he is kind to children and furry animals too! Another example is in Le Corbeau-The 13th Letter. Evidently Pierre Fresnay’s portrayal of Dr Germain in the original was too morally ambiguous for a Hollywood version – it was of course too much for the French church and many critics before and after the liberation. Michael Rennie’s characterisation of Dr Pearson is more outwardly sympathetic, and, consequently, less complex than his predecessor’s. Dr Germain makes no secret of his dislike for children in Le Corbeau – 
indeed, it is a key facet of his characterisation, linked as it is to his personal history (the loss of his wife and baby in labour, the obstetrician having privileged the life of the baby over the mother’s) and to the accusations of abortion levelled at him. (The controversial issue of abortion is completely absent from The 13th Letter). In Clouzot’s film, these aspects of Germain’s personal history become fundamental to understanding the character’s attitudes and motivations. They also give force to the dramatic point in which he is forced to overcome his ‘black and white’ vision of the world and confront the ambiguous emotion in Denise’s eyes (Ginette Leclerc). These aspects of the hero are excised from Preminger’s remake, thus robbing it of much of the psychological complexity and depth achieved in the 1943 film.

II) The remake as Ideological process: class, economics and war
In the previous section, we looked at some aspects of aesthetic adaptation as they are exemplified in Franco-American remakes of l’âge classique. As we turn to the broad themes of class, economics and the war, we enter more the sphere of ideology. However, aesthetic conventions and choices in filmcraft (i.e. issues of narrative organisation, characterisation and even particular shots) will underline my subsequent arguments, and are indeed integral to the whole process of ideological ‘re-orientation’. 
It is often assumed that American cinema of the classical period is more broadly conservative than its French counterpart. When Kaplan identifies the greater separation of the spheres of work and family in Scarlet Street compared to Renoir’s La Chienne, she uses these films as exemplars of the ideological and aesthetic divide between the systems (1983). Indeed, while I would question Kaplan’s over-determination of filmic style, her general assumptions tend to hold true. In the majority of ‘classical’ remakes cited here, the transatlantic ‘re-orientation’ does see a reduction of issues pertaining to class and the social articulated in terms of the workplace. The American films also display a different view of the nature of wealth to their French predecessors. 
If La Chienne into Scarlet Street sees the Americans maintaining greater separation between domestic and work spheres (Kaplan, 1983), in other remakes the workplace simply assumes less importance within the narrative. For example, a great deal of La Bête humaine explores the work life of Jacques Lantier, and especially his relationship with his engineer friend Pecqueux (Carette). The ‘Chemins de fer de l’etat’ is indeed a workers’ microcosm, and provides both job and surrogate family for Lantier – his godmother is also a signal operator. In keeping with his aesthetic and ideological preoccupations of the time, Renoir devotes some time to examining the structures and internal politics of the railway system. The issue of class is flagged as being of significance very early on, when Roubaud (Ledoux) tells an important passenger, “Je ne fais aucune différence entre les voyageurs”, who responds, “Je vous apprendrai moi à faire la différence” – this confrontation and class-related conflict sets in motion the narrative’s tragic chain of events. (This adds to the rather more sympathetic, less grotesque portrayal of the husband figure, as opposed to Broderick Crawford’s American version). This event is absent from Lang’s film – the vendetta against Crawford’s character becoming personal rather than ‘political’. What’s more, the hero’s workplace is featured far less in Human Desire, largely as result of (or perhaps rather resulting in) a major reduction of the role of the engineer friend of the hero. Whether it is ideological of aesthetic (of course it is both), the remake process results in a shift from the work, to the domestic sphere, introducing an alternative and ultimately redeeming romance – we shall examine this more in the next section. This sort of shift is also evident to some extent in L’Equipage into The woman I Love ​– indeed the title change is revealing. While the first version emphasises the solidarity of the aviators’ ‘équipage’ above all, the additional thirteen-minute opening for the remake accentuates the love story – though the limitations on implying adultery are a problem here. ‘Generic streamlining’ is thus a result of and determinant of ideological adaptation.
Pièges-Lured is one of the most interesting examples of the re-orientation of codes relating to class and wealth amongst the remakes cited here (and certainly less discussed than La Chienne into Scarlet Street​[10]​). We can follow a broadly ‘star studies’ approach to illustrate this. Fleury/Chevalier’s performance runs the gamut of his dandy, socialite and populist star significations in Pièges (Vincendeau, 1996; p 95), especially in his musical numbers and his often ‘argot’-inflected speech. This performance and star image have fundamental differences to Fleming/Sanders’ in Lured. The latter becomes an English version of Chevalier’s bon vivant, but his plummy accent and almost Oscar Wilde-esque disdain possess none of the populist connotations of Fleury/Chevalier – Fleming/Sanders represents the aristocratic Anglophone other (a ‘toffee-nosed’ Englishman) for American audiences (Thomson, 1995; p 663-664). The comedy in his performance in Lured is a very stereotypical upper-class ‘English’ sort of sarcasm and disdainful superiority, whereas Chevalier’s performance insists on ‘la mascarade et la dérision’ (Vincendeau, 1996; p 96). While Vincendeau emphasises the sexual significations of these traits of Chevalier’s performance, ‘la mascarade et la dérision’ is equally applicable to issues pertaining to class and status – indeed sexual and social politics are inextricably linked, and prominently so in Pièges. In the ‘Pleurer comme une madeleine’ sequence, he performs as a chauffeur. He helps unmask ‘Oglou’ with his masquerade and easy social mobility. While Robert/Sander’s accent suggests a long lineage of 
wealth, Chevalier’s persona underscores the sense that Robert Fleury is a self-made man, brilliant entrepreneur but one with a less class-oriented and socially secured fortune. To underline this, while Fleming/Sanders holds on to his wealth at Lured’s conclusion, Fleury/Chevalier loses his – he tells a policeman, “Mes amis? J’ai du les perdre avec ma compte en banque”. 
Pièges could be said to imply that Robert Fleury’s loss of wealth is something positive, his fortune appears an obstacle which he and Adrienne must overcome. In the ‘pleurer come une madeleine’ scene, Adrienne slaps him precisely for his materialistic/chauvinistic arrogance which believes that installing her in a love-nest, buying her furs and expensive jewellery is all he need do. Adrienne and Fleury only come together when he has been taught humility and lost the arrogance of wealth. We can liken this to the change that overcomes Maurice Legrand (Michel Simon) in Renoir’s La Chienne, where the previously proud character is only ‘redeemed’ when he has lost everything and becomes a happy tramp (Kaplan, 1983; p 42). Unsurprisingly, the American remakes of Pièges and La Chienne refuse these conclusions of positive loss of wealth – Chris Cross ends Scarlet Street penniless but broken and tortured by the ghosts of his past​[11]​. U.S. culture’s unquestioned greater emphasis on ‘rugged individualism’ and greater integration of capitalism into its moral ethos means such losses of economic potency could not be deemed acceptable conclusions. The re-orientation of Pièges reveals that generic familiarisation can be as equally a question of ideology as aesthetics and that questions of economic potency are inextricably linked to questions of sexuality – the latter point we shall examine in the following section.
Examining the metamorphosis of the text ‘Le Jour se lève’ into its American version, the generalisation that American remakes reduce the issues of class conflict in their French sources holds true. What is particularly interesting about The Long Night is how discourses surrounding World War II step into the ideological breach.
Jeancolas wrote of the ‘contemporain vague’ of the French cinema of the occupation (1983; p 321), however this tendency was arguably in existence long before the outbreak of war – it is in evidence in the emblematic and somewhat 
abstract use of place and time in Le Jour se lève. The French original opens in an unidentified urban-industrial landscape, in no clearly defined point in time; the American remake, on the other hand, immediately marks out its desire to establish the specificity of the American setting and its relevance to a contemporary audience​[12]​. The Long Night does this through an opening documentary montage which guides us through many actual North-East American towns. It uses a ‘voice-of-god’ narration which makes mention of World War II. Indeed, in the opening section of The Long Night, frequent reference is made to Joe being a veteran. 
There are times when Litvak’s film threatens to explore the disaffection of a veteran returning to a post-war society in which he does not fit – if followed through, this might have ‘justified’ Le Jour se lève’s updating for generally hostile European critics​[13]​. However, as Ginette Vincendeau has commented, ultimately ‘class is reduced to being “from the wrong side of the tracks” and class oppression is “universalised” into war trauma’ (1992; p 56). This can be best illustrated by a comparison of the scenes where the heroes berate the crowd of onlookers below their windows:

… C’est intéresssant un assassin! Je suis un assassin! Mais les assassins sont dans les rues! Il y en a partout… partout! Tout le monde tue.. tout le monde tue un petit peu… seulement en douceur! Alors, ça se voit pas! C’est comme le sable… c’est là… en dedans… en dedans [he hits his chest]

Le Jour de lève’s François (Jean Gabin) seems overwhelmed by a sort of existential crisis, a vision of his own place as victim within a subtly brutalising and hypocritical society where ‘tout le monde tue… en douceur’. This is given added weight and performative emphasis by his hitting his chest and shouting, “C’est comme le sable… c’est là, en dedans”. In the context of the film as a whole, François’ speech also underlines the very real, unhealthy nature of his employment in a sandblasting factory. The un-healthiness of the hero’s work is alluded to throughout the film, drawing attention to his cough as being a result of ‘le sable’. At one point François’ voiceover recounts with bitter irony the slogan, “la travail, c’est la liberté… et puis c’est la santé”. The use of this slogan arguably sums up the ethos of Le Jour se lève, as it ironically reflects that Gabin is boxed in not only be the police, but by the pernicious social and economic forces that make him anything but free, and are gradually robbing him of his health. The ideological standpoint of Carné and Préverts’ text can be illustrated by some aesthetic choices which appear to equate the factory where François works with the police surrounding him. For example, fig I shows François’ factory workplace looming on the horizon in sinister, monolithic silhouette (loud, menacing music is heard on the soundtrack). Fig II, from later in the film, shows the riot police moving in on the crowd, looming menacingly like the factory towers. In the precise mise-en-scène of Le Jour se lève, where many, even small objects take on enormous significance (see Bazin, 1970), it seems unlikely that this ‘rhyming’ is coincidental. These shots have no equivalent in the more socially optimistic remake.
	When Joe (Henry Fonda) berates the crowd below, like so much of the film it is virtually a shot-for-shot re-shoot; however, his speech has significantly different emphases:

Pretty exciting stuff huh? A murderer! A killer! Thought I was all through with killing – had no use for it… hated it! Maybe even more than you! Well, here I am! You never seen a killer before? I seen plenty… and plenty killed. Lots of murderers around… all kinds o’ em… and lots of ways of getting killed! Everybody kills a little bit quiet like, with nobody knowing it!

François’ comments “tout le monde tue… seulement en douceur” are translated almost word-for-word in the final sentence. However, much of the rest of the speech has assumed resonances of World War II – the main reason he has “seen plenty [killers]… and plenty killed.” Tellingly, no reference is made to the sand, although Joe does exactly the same job as his predecessor. Indeed, throughout the text, all references to the un-healthiness of the hero’s work have been excised. When Jo Ann meets Joe in his workplace, the flowers she is carrying do not wither and die like those of Françoise. Censorship, or at least conventions of (ideological) self-censorship, would almost certainly have motivated this change. Inferences that a factory worker’s employment was slowly killing him would have clearly been unacceptable in the post-war boom of forties America. We see the clash of the original bleak depiction of the forces of economy and justice with the more benign image of a land of ‘Peace and Prosperity’, a clash which renders the remake’s use of a 
‘happy ending’ particularly jarring​[14]​.
As already mentioned, figs I and II from Le Jour se lève have no equivalent in The Long Night; indeed, they have only an ‘ideological opposite’ in Fig III. The latter 
image is taken from the scene of Jo and Jo Anns’ (Barbara Bel Geddes) reconciliation – along with the opening ‘documentary’-voiceover section and the ending, one of only three major changes to the narrational structure/narrative. In the original, this reconciliation takes place in the artificial and natural surroundings of a hothouse (a very ‘poetic realist’ paradox played upon by Carné/Prévert) when Françoise (Jacqueline Laurent) tells François that her relationship with Valentin (Jules Berry) was not really an amorous one. Significantly, in The Long Night, Jo Ann’s telling of this story, in front of a billboard proclaiming ‘Peace and Prosperity’, is longer, and given a flashback sequence, and thus a narratival authority, absent from Françoise’s testimony. However, in both versions the ‘Clara’ character (Arletty in the original, Ann Dvorak as ‘Charlene’ in The Long Night) reveals this to be apparently 
false. Rather unconvincingly, this is forgotten with The Long Night’s redemptive ending (Joe being delivered into the arms of the police, crowd shouting their support), while the tragic end of Le Jour se lève bears out the narrative’s fatalistic trajectory. Like those films cited in the previous section, this underlines the potential tensions between an original narrative and the aesthetic conventions demanding greater 
exposition and less ambiguous characterisations in Hollywood cinema. On a more ideological level, fig III is also very significant because here The Long Night could be said to literally display its new post-war American background. Joe sits on some building materials, while to the right a distant factory chimneys billow smoke. This overt symbolism of post-war (re)construction and socio-economic optimism underscores the optimism and reconciliation achieved by the lovers in this scene – the building materials can be seen to represent both the construction of the post-war industrial landscape and the construction of the couple’s future life together; the factory chimneys possess none of the sinister resonances of fig I cited above.
Talking in auteurist terms, there is a mismatch between Carné/Préverts' authorial vision of the marginal’s relationship to society and the new post-war landscape into which transplants it; on a more ideological, Le Jour se lève is imbued with a fatalism which would be rounded on in some quarters for contributing to a mindset responsible for France’s defeat in the war (Jeancolas, 1983; p 269-270), while The Long Night takes that vision to a victorious post-war American audience. The remake copies practically wholesale the seemingly doom-laden narrative (and much of the dialogue) of the original, and inherits its discourses on dreams (like François, Joe reacts to his partner’s talk of exotic places by saying, “All that’s just dreams”; Maximilian , played by Vincent Price, is, like Valentin, constructed as the worst kind of ‘dreamer’), but does not follow through their fatalistic thrust or incompatibility with the ‘real world’. While the last image of Le Jour se lève shows François’ corpse being enveloped by the police’s tear gas, Joe leaves the building to almost a hero’s welcome. Discourses of the war have subordinated discourses of class in the Hollywood remake. In 1947 American’s saw their war experience as a heroic one, and The Long Night’s happy ending cannot be separated from this.
	In some of the remakes featured here, war discourses are used primarily to aid ‘identification’ with protagonists. In The Long Night for example, Joe being a veteran is primarily used to articulate and facilitate the spectators’ (respectively the crowd of onlookers within the film, and the viewer without) allegiance with him. Not only is ‘class oppression “universalised” into war trauma’, class solidarity is ‘universalised’ into war solidarity through visual and verbal means. For example, fig IV shows one of Joe’s veteran friends grappling on to the war memorial, a statue that is frequently in the foreground in low-angled shots of Joe’s window. His friend looks up towards Joe, his body echoing the heroic poses of the statue. Moreover, at the beginning of the siege, one of the onlookers mocks the police by saying, “If I were you, I’d find a nice soft spot on that there asphalt and start digging myself some foxholes’. The mayor also criticises the chief of police thus: “Don’t you see you’re making him a hero, like he were holding off a bunch of Japs…” Consistent with what we have identified over the preceding two sections, discourses on the war primarily work to render Joe more unambiguously sympathetic than his French predecessor and justify his actions to post-war American cinemagoers. Indeed, Joe’s murder of Maximilian is indirectly likened to the ‘morally acceptable’ killing of Germans during the war. Joe shouts at Vincent Price’s character: “He comes back, waving his conscience like one of those rats come out of a pillbox. He didn’t mean it, he’s sorry. He never was a real Nazi at all!”
	The turning of characters into veterans to evoke audience sympathy for them is also used in The 13th Letter (where the patient number thirteen, the ‘murder’ victim, becomes a veteran), and to a greater extent in Human Desire:

Its [La Bête humaine’s] hero was played by Jean Gabin, and he was a sex psychopath. Naturally, in an American movie, you cannot make the hero a sex killer. Impossible. So Ford has to play it you know like Li’l Abner coming back from Korea – 100% red-blooded American with very natural sex feeling (if such a thing exists)
(Fritz Lang in Bogdanovich, 1967; p 92)
 
Lang here bemoans Hollywood’s supposed preference for bland characterisations, and he sees making Ford a war veteran as a response to this. Ford’s ‘100% red-blooded American’ is now far removed from Gabin’s tragically flawed Jacques Lantier. As with Litvak’s film, Human Desire’s opening scenes foreground that the hero is a veteran (this time of the Korean war) – again it seems likely that this is an easy way to evoke some immediate spectatoral allegiance for Glenn Ford’s very ‘likeable’ portrayal of the Lantier figure. At times, Lang’s film threatens to articulate the darker sides of the hero’s psyche in terms of war trauma, but does not follow this through due to the need to render characterisation less ambiguously. When Vicki (Gloria Grahame) asks him if killing is difficult, he responds, “No, it’s the easiest thing in the world”. However, later in the film when Jeff is unable to kill her husband, Vicki berates him and says she thought he’d killed plenty of people in the war. He exclaims, “You thought I could do it because of that!” Ultimately, Jeff is untainted by his war experience, Ford bringing to the role his ‘genial, relaxed sincerity’ (Thomson, 1994; p 284). When Gabin, star of ‘poetic realism’, that ‘Oedipus in a cloth cap’ (Bazin in Vincendeau, 2000; p 63) incarnated the tragic Lantier, there could be said to have been an ideal match between star and (Zola’s) character. In Human Desire, the flaw is removed from within character, and from within domestic society, and only evoked in terms of a foreign conflict which ultimately leaves little stain on the character of Jeff Warren. As we shall see in the next section, in keeping with the topography of American film noir (the context in which Human Desire is often discussed), the ‘flaw’ and moral retribution is more firmly displaced onto the female character played by Gloria Grahame.

III) The remake as Ideological process: gender and sexuality
In the previous section, we identified a reduction in the French to American ‘re-orientations’ of portrayals of class conflicts and workers’ solidarity (as opposed to less class-oriented and thus less ‘threatening’ quasi-‘wartime solidarity’), and the removal of inferences that wealth is an obstacle to happiness, rather than a goal. We also saw how post-war discourse were used to facilitate easier character identification, justify their actions and rehabilitate seemingly doomed figures. Thus ideological adaptation fuses with aesthetic familiarisation. In this section we shall remark on shifts relating to depictions of sexuality in original and remake. Pièges into Lured will be our first example. It must be emphasised that Siodmak’s film is not implied as representative of generally more progressive Female characterisations in French cinema as opposed to that of the U.S. – a wider survey of classical French cinema could not maintain such a generalisation. However, Lured is an exemplary case of the way aesthetic and generic familiarisation can iron-out potentially transgressive meanings in a source text.
	As we suggested in the previous section, the change to the endings of Pièges and Lured (i.e. that Fleury loses his fortune but Fleming keeps his) is revealing of different attitudes to economic power; the change also displays opposing visions of masculine potency. The final scene of Pièges follows Fleury/Chevalier as he leaves his cell and crosses the waiting room to see Adrienne. Far removed from his previously brash, chauvinistic self, his eyes are down-turned and he avows to Adrienne that he has “beaucoup changé”. They meet on relatively equal terms, economically and personally, and are placed symmetrically on either side of the frame. Only now do they have their first on-screen kiss. In contrast, Fleming/Sanders at the end of Lured is constructed as the dominant party, both materially and aesthetically – the camera constructs him more clearly as the active bearer of a masculine look. The final scene begins with Fleming/Sanders at the bar of one of his luxurious nightclubs. A mirror is along the wall in front of him. We see Sandra in the mirror enter the club, and Fleming/Sanders looks up. She moves towards him, but the camera maintains its focus on him, until she eventually fully enters the frame. He displays his magnanimity (and economic power) by buying them a bottle of champagne. He does not need to have changed; he only needs to have forgiven Sandra. As she surrenders herself materially to Fleming, Sandra’s position within the frame emphasises her ‘to-be-looked-at-ness’ (Muvley, 1975). Economic power is thus clearly tied to gender – the ‘masculine’ camera position objectifying Sandra in a frame (the mirror) within the frame. While Pièges ends with the hero and heroine on an equal footing, Lured underlines the hero’s dominance. Up until roughly the last third of each film, the central female characters of French and American versions are the main characters around whom the narration is centered.  Both heroines are clever, bold and funny. However, Marie Déa’s performance as Adrienne makes her far more sure-of-herself (and more literally combative when she strikes the hero) than Lucille Ball’s incarnation of a somewhat ‘feminised’ Sandra. Hollywood’s ‘feminisation’ (here, with the negative connotations of weakness and reliance on men) of the female protagonist is most evident in the scene where she cowers behind Robert, who rescues her from Nicholas Moryani, and is ultimately upheld by the aesthetic strategies of the final scene – the ‘generic streamlining’ and use of conventional Hollywood thriller/romance climaxes thus achieves ideological ‘adaptation’ through aesthetic means.
	La Bête humaine into Human Desire is a particularly interesting case study with regards the re-adaptation of codes relating to sexuality on many levels. Jeff Warren’s friend and colleague Alec Simmons (Edgar Buchanan) is the antithesis of Carette’s ‘Pecqueux’ with regards attitudes to marital fidelity – while the latter encourages Lantier to ‘have his fun’ with Sévérine, Simmons tells Jeff ‘it just ain’t right’. Furthermore, the Simmons family have taken on composite roles. The wife Vera Simmons (Diane DeLaire) becomes the maternal figure represented by Lantier/Gabin’s godmother, her daughter Ellen Simmons (Kathleen Case) marking a development of the Flore (Blanchette Brunoy) character in Renoir’s text. Ellen becomes a real romantic alternative, almost an opposite, to the raw sexuality of Grahame’s version of la femme fatale. Crucially, Ellen is attainable less because of her differences from Flore, than because of the changes to the hero’s character. In La Bête humaine, Jacques Lantier and Flore do declare their love for each other, but can never be together – he can only just stop himself from killing her. Of course, following Lang’s comments, ‘in an American movie, you cannot make the hero a sex killer’, so Warren/Ford is now a non-threatening object of desire for the homely Ellen. The remake sets up an opposition between youth, domesticity and 
innocence in Ellen and Vicki’s mature, darker and more corrupt sexuality. Human Desire thus leaves a redemptive path open to the hero, a path unavailable to the fatally flawed Gabin figure. To draw attention to the ‘corrupt’ aspects of the Vicki figure is not to imply that the remake is more misogynistic than the original. Instead, we might say that the two films articulate misogyny in different ways, and that the U.S. film’s misogyny is more ‘generically determined’.
Renoir stated that he chose the feline, child-like face of Simone Simon to incarnate Sévérine because he didn’t want a ‘vamp’, as ‘innocent looking women are the more dangerous’​[15]​. Indeed Simon gives a brilliant, subtle performance which never reveals for sure whether behind her large eyes and half-smiles she is an innocent victim of circumstance or a calculating force in the destructive chain of events. In Human Desire, Grahame is a fully-fledged ‘vamp’. She too gives a superb performance, whose evocation of a lifetime of abuse at the hands of men arguably renders her character more sympathetic than Sévérine’s. However, Grahame’s ‘star image’ and the sexual conventions of film noir problematise this. In her introduction to the U.K. broadcast of the film, critic Judith Williamson draws attention to the ‘disturbing quality of “hit-ability”’ of Grahame, suggesting that ‘she is one of the most beaten-up women in film noir, and that’s saying something’​[16]​. The abuse that Vicki receives at the hands of her husband (far more brutal than Fernand Ledoux’s version) and greater exposition of the sexual advances of Owens (Grandon Rhodes) makes her attempt to get the hero to kill her husband more apparently justifiable. Unlike Sévérine, who is killed by Lantier/Gabin, Vicki leaves her husband even after Jeff has rejected her. This, coupled with her confrontation of her husband Carl on the train at the end, where she throws masculinist sexual values back in his face, allows 
her the strength and opportunity to ‘redeem herself’ unavailable to Simon’s Sévérine. However, in keeping with Zola’s narrative, but, more significantly perhaps, with U.S. ‘genre’ conventions (noir) into which the text is familiarised, she must be punished and the aesthetic treatment of her death is highly problematic.
As in the original, the film ends on a train the hero is driving. However, in 
Human Desire, the narrative has been ‘streamlined’ so that the murder of the transgressive female has been delayed till the final scene – crucially of course, the U.S. hero will not kill himself. The final sequence methodically cross-cuts between Jeff Warren driving and Vicki Buckley as she sits in her cabin, on her way to a new life removed from her abusive husband Carl. It is not insignificant that Warren/Ford is shot facing left (the exterior landscape moving left to right) and Vicki/Grahame is tilted towards the right side of the screen (landscape going from right to left) – they are now going in different directions, Warren towards a new redemptive love, Vicki towards the deadly clutches of one she cannot escape. Carl enters Vicki’s cabin and they begin to argue, Vicki questioning her husband’s manhood and throwing the 
predatory masculinity represented by Owens (who cuckolded Carl) in his face. Carl begins to strangle her, all the while the film maintaining its structure of crosscutting between this action and Jeff Warren in the driver’s cab​[17]​. This has been read as a technique to imply Warren’s quilt in Vicki’s murder (Eisenreich, 1999; p 89) – indeed, we must remember that it his corresponding figure in the original text(s) who kills Sévérine. The sequence does emphasise his connection to Vicki’s murder, even 
his part-responsibility; however, it appears to imply less a criticism of Warren, or to indict his guilt, rather than to evoke a sense of deliverance, unburdening for the hero. This is evident in the fact that when Carl throws the limp body of Vicki to the floor, Warren shifts in his seat seemingly uncomfortably; but when Carl slumps on to the compartment’s bench, Ford’s character seems to relax in his chair. Complicity in the 
murder indeed, but a new path has opened for Warren – he takes out the ticket to the ball left by Ellen, signifying he has chosen her, and the film ends on a shot moving down the railroad​[18]​. Ellen’s father comes over to Warren and the two appear to achieve a rapprochement – this implies that Ellen and Warren have the father’s ‘blessing’. It is of primary significance to our evaluation that Carl strangles Vicki following her confrontation of masculine sexual values. The transgressive female, who in Human Desire threatened to break out of the iconographic constraints of the noir femme fatale, is ultimately punished, re-establishing not only the patriarchal order, but also the ordered conventions of transgression and retribution of this American ‘genre’​[19]​. We can contrast this to La Bête humaine. Sévérine/Simon is arguably portrayed as a more negative female figure but the text’s fatalism is oriented more around Lantier’s ‘fêlure héreditaire’. Sévérine’s strangling by Lantier is 
precipitated by her telling him, “Embrasse moi de tout ton coeur, de toute ton âme” – unwise given that the opening text (from Zola) tells us of his ‘sang gâté’. The lighter characterisation of the hero in Human Desire (the removal of his flaw), the remake’s 
creation of a normative (domestic, unthreatening sexuality) female alternative to ‘Sévérine’ (virgin-whore dichotomy), the delay of the murder till the final scene and the displacement onto the more grotesque husband figure – all these changes can be 





In large, this study has consisted in observing shared practices amongst Hollywood remakes of French films during l’âge classique. These observations make it possible to imagine a ‘typical’ remake for the period. A typical remake would likely ‘streamline’ the narrative of its French source, subordinating apparently extraneous plot strands to primary narrative concerns (the romance or thriller for example). A typical remake would use greater exposition of key plot details, largely in order to ‘iron-out’ moral ambiguities in the original characterisations. A typical post-war remake of a pre-war French film might use World War II to contemporise the narrative, to relocate it historically and nationally, as well as to articulate and facilitate spectator ‘identification’ with the protagonists. At the same time, the typical remake of l’age classique would also reduce the appearance of themes relating to class, wealth and the workplace, and use ‘aesthetic adaptation’ to subordinate aspects of the source text which transgress established norms of social and sexual hierarchy (i.e. the absence of economic/class fluidity in Lured mirrors its re-stabilising of traditional gender relations). Where do these rather negative observations leave us, when they seem to merely confirm what so many critics from Charles Bower to the present day have remarked? I would contend that critical evaluation of the remake will often inevitably tend towards negativity. Aside from starting with a sight/site of original meaning, an examination of a Hollywood ‘re-adaptation’ makes us aware of the inevitability of loss, as even what can be gained by aesthetic adaptation (i.e. greater coherence, pace, narrative efficiency) often involves removing what that system deems extraneous, but which was crucial to the source text. 
This study finds itself at the intersection of, on the one hand, polemics (which at their heart oppose European/French creativity to rapacious American consumption) and modern notions of ‘intertextuality’ and ‘inter-cultural exchange’. Lucy Mazdon’s Encore Hollywood: Remaking French Cinema (2000) represents the second critical camp and came as a much-needed revision of perspectives on Franco-American remakes. Mazdon seeks to replace ‘the unbroken vertical axis which leads from “original” to remake as “copy”’ with ‘the circles of intertextuality and hybridity’ (p 27). She uses Pépé le Moko, Algiers and Casbah to discuss the ‘remake in history’ and concludes, ‘what these similarities and differences begin to suggest is the impossibility of seeing any of these films as straightforward copies or original works or indeed attributing either a clear generic or national identity’ (p 31). Indeed, the latter point is an invaluable one – the Orientalism of the French text and Pépé/Gabin’s “J’ai du sex appeal” alone suggest the complex international and generic cinematic discourses at play (see Vincendeau, 1998). However, the questioning of the very notion of originality should not obscure observations that are at worst truisms: Algiers is a copy of Pépé le Moko’s original – the remakes are certainly not versions of the original book (again see Vincendeau, 1998) .The vertical axis from ‘original’ to ‘copy’ is never unbroken (ideological and aesthetic determinants are too multifarious) but serves adequately enough for many of the films featured here. To better understand ‘intertextuality’ and ‘cultural exchange’ in the cinemas of France and America, we must look to the (at least) triangulate relationship of noir to German, French and American cinemas, and the very real international exchange embodied by émigrés like Anatole Litvak​[20]​. What remakes represent for film scholars is of distinct 
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^1	  Released as The Woman Between in the United Kingdom, the version in the British Film Institute archive consulted for this study.
^2	  See bibliography – for Renoir into Lang, in particular Eisenreich (1999), Kaplan (1983), Morgan (1996); for Pépé le Moko and its remakes, see Vincendeau (1998; esp p 66-73).
^3	  These figures are taken from Lucy Mazdon’s Encore Hollywood. Remaking French Cinema, the most nearly comprehensive study of Franco-American remakes in the English language. The numbers of remakes in ‘l’âge classique’ are far greater proportionately than for the 60s and 70s, where Mazdon records only two remakes. The figures for 1930-1960 are dwarfed by those for 1980-1990, when thirty-four U.S. films were based on earlier French films. I shall say a little more of the weaknesses of Mazdon’s thesis in the conclusion. For the moment, suffice it to say it is a valuable work in its critique of the binary oppositions that have obscured a detailed understanding of the complex aesthetic and ideological exchange that remakes engender, and in its interrogation of the very notion of a ‘national cinema’. However, its strengths lie mainly in analysis of the contemporary period, the main body of the text, and ‘The Remake in History’ section appears a relatively briefly sketched backdrop.
^4	  This information comes from the collection of press clippings at the BFI library in London. Unfortunately, due to the poor quality of many of the records, it is not always possible to indicate the original dates, publications and authors’ names.
^5	  From the British Film Institute’s National Film Theatre programme notes for Human Desire, date not indicated – included in the BFI microfiche press clippings on Lang’s film.
^6	  Alistair Phillips PhD thesis on émigrés in France is a recent addition to academic discussion of Litvak’s work (1999).
^7	  This character/actor conjunction follows Richard Dyer’s methodology in his seminal Stars (1998), and will be employed when the actor’s star image is particularly significant. To the modern viewer, Pièges’s shifts from murders to musical numbers may seem abrupt to the point of incoherence, but, as Ginette Vincendeau suggests, for a French cinema-goer of the 1930s, such shifts would have been quite familiar (1992; p 51). The remake Lured reveals a need to familiarise the original narrative to an American audience, and to render it more rigorous and efficient in attention to the dictates of suspense. This is largely achieved by substantially changing the male lead role and removing Chevalier, whose overriding star image can be seen as at the heart of the tensions between musical-comedy and darker elements in the original (Vincendeau, 1996; p 94). 
^8	  Depending on one’s ‘ideological’ preoccupations, one could view this literal translation of Charpentier’s surname as either a playful allusion to the original, or evidence of an extreme laziness on the producers’ part.
^9	  This is well accounted for – Crisp (1993), Ehrlich (1985), Jeancolas (1983), Mayne (?), Sims (?) and Williams (1992) are just some examples. Sims in particular devotes some space to questioning readings of Le Corbeau as allegory for the occupation and collaboration via ‘les letters anonymes’. The temptations of allegorical interpretations are relevant to The 13th Letter. At one point, Boyer’s character says, “In times of hysteria, the accusation itself is enough to establish guilt.” A viewer unaware of the French antecedent of The 13th Letter (and the real-life antecedent for Le Corbeau – the ‘Ange de Laval’ case) might subsequently read it as an allegory for the contemporary McCarthyist witch-hunts. 
^10	  Kaplan’s article is one of the best-known pieces (1983), but most articles on this pair of films address the issues of class and wealth – see bibliography.
^11	  This is more-or-less directly attributable to the Hay’s Office, who had stepped in with Algiers to ensure that in American versions of French films, the transgressive protagonist got their ‘just desserts’ (Mazdon, 2000; p 18).
^12	  As is evident, any separation of the French poetic realist film and the American film noir (as The Long Night is generally classified) along lines of realism and social specificity is highly questionable. Borde and Chaumeton, in their canonical Panorama du film noir américain, deny film noir’s proximity to poetic realism because in the latter, ‘l’onirisme et l’insolite font totalement défaut’ and ‘l’action est située dans un milieu social bien défini’ (1955; p 27). On the contrary, I would suggest that while, ultimately, any social ‘message’ is subordinated, The Long Night is more determined to define its social, geographical and temporal (i.e. immediate post-war) milieu. Furthermore, the ending of the original is far more ‘oneiric’ than that of its American version. 
^13	  Amongst the BFI’s press clippings, this issue emerges in one of the only (relatively) positive reviews. John Gidett writes, ‘In trying to place the action in a recognisable American setting with Joe as the ex-serviceman returning to an uncertain peace-time world, [John] Wexley’s socially-oriented script often clashes with the original’s doom-laden nihilism’. While I would certainly question how critical The Long Night ‘socially-oriented script’ is, Gidett’s mention of a ‘clash’ with original text is acutely observed, and something we will discuss.
^14	  For many critics, ‘The happy ending’ is one of the most common ‘crimes’ inflicted by remakes on their sources. As with Algiers, where the Hays office stepped in (in Mazdon, 2000; p 18), The Long Night demonstrates how Hollywood heroes are not allowed to escape the law through suicide – though in Cromwell’s film, he is at least permitted to die! Pièges into Lured gives us another example of this order of (perhaps self)censorship – while the original villain, Brémontière (Pierre Renoir) kills himself at the climax, Lured’s murderer, Julian Wilde (Cedric Hardwicke) is taken into police custody.
^15	  From an interview on the Canal Plus DVD of the film – originally ‘extrait de l’émission de La Bête humaine, [interview] réalisée par Jean-Marie Coldefy, Archives INA © 1962’.
^16	  Lang would take this aspect of Gloria Grahame’s on-screen noir persona to a more violent extreme in The Big Heat (1953).
^17	  The structure of this scene goes further towards underlining that montage can emphasise connection in Lang at least as much as separation, and thus question the over-determinism of editing styles displayed in Kaplan’s analysis of that other Renoir into Lang pairing, La Chienne-Scarlet Street (1983).
^18	  This contrasts to the final images of La Bête humaine, which shows Pecqueux and passengers walk along the rail track away from Lantier/Gabin’s dead body – the original emphasises the continuation of work, social co-operation, while an analysis of the remake’s ending underlines the shift towards more individualistic, romantic love.
^19	  Whether noir is a ‘genre’ is one question, whether noir is ‘American’ is another. The relationship to German expressionism is well documented, while the relationship to French ‘poetic realism’, and the significance of many of the émigrés detours via France less so – see the bibliography and Christian Vivian’s chapter in this collection. 
^20	  To take another, more celebrated émigré, even a glance at the career of Fritz Lang (who was a force within German expressionism, then worked in France, then later remade French poetic realism into American film noir – La Bête humaine into Human Desire a concrete example) is suggestive. Furthermore, a comparison of You Only Live Once (Fritz Lang, 1937) with Le Jour se lève (and thus of course The Long Night) can help us interrogate the notion of ‘originality’, as opposed to the notion of ‘an original’, and only begins to suggest how complex the issue of  ‘influence’ is.
